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#####

STATEMENT BY EUROPEAN CITIZENS AND ORGANISATIONS AGAINST POLICY OF GENOCIDE DENIAL IN TURKISH SCHOOLS 

We, citizens, associations and political leaders from various European Union countries, have been informed about the last measures taken by Turkey against its Greek, Armenian and Assyrian minorities.

We firmly condemn the requirement imposed by the Turkish Ministry of Education on primary and secondary schools to organise conferences and "testimonials" attesting that these minorities have never suffered extermination in Turkey. We condemn in particular the requirement that pupils write essays on the theme of the "battle against allegations of genocide."

It is appalling that these demands deliberately oppress the many Armenian pupils whose families include living survivors of the Armenian Genocide or who are direct descendants of survivors.

We find it particularly shocking that the orders explicitly prohibit the use of certain language, such as "The Turks may have killed Armenians" and demand that they be replaced by language that positions these events as a necessity incurred in the face of "massacres perpetrated by Armenians."

We remind readers that the Armenian Genocide is an historic fact that has been universally recognized. Only Turkey leads a backwards campaign aimed at denying it, enacting gross violations of freedom of expression, which we here denounce.

We consider these heinous measures to be totally contrary to the values held by the European Union educational system, and intolerable coming from a candidate-country.

Consequently, we call upon the European Union to treat this matter firmly, and urge that this topic be placed on the agenda of the next Community meeting on the relationship between the European Union and Turkey.

If need be, we ask the European Union to exclude Turkey from present and future educational aid programs. If those measures prove short, we demand that the European Union reconsider the EU-Turkey Partnership Cooperation Agreement.

